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Abstract. Earned Value Management is a critical project manage-
ment methodology that evaluates project performance from cost and
schedule viewpoints. The novel theoretical framework presented in this
paper estimates future performance of project regarding the past rela-
tive information. It benefits from fuzzy regression (FR) models in esti-
mation process in order to deal with the vagueness and impreciseness of
real data. Furthermore, fuzzy-based estimation is evaluated using lin-
guistic terms to interpret different possible condition of projects. The
proposed model can greatly assists project managers to assess prospec-
tive performance of project and alerts them in taking of necessary
actions. Finally, one illustrative case associated with a construction
project has been provided to illustrate the applicability of theoretical
model in real situations.
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1. Introduction

Earned value management (EVM) is a project management technique
which reveals great capability in measurement of project performance
from different viewpoints. When EVM is properly applied, it provides
an early warning of performance problems. The PMBOK Guide ini-
tially defines EVM as “a management methodology for integrating scope,
schedule, and resources for objectively measuring project performance
and progress” [1]. The introduced indices of EVM make such measure-
ment possible. Due to the simplicity and application of EVM systems in
different situations, many researchers applied the EVM in various orga-
nizations and projects [2-6]. On the other hand, there other researchers
discussed and improved the efficiency of EVM in real case projects [7-13].

Actually, there are two distinctive viewpoints for cost management
in an EVM system: Initially, it looks backward, measuring the past cost
and schedule performances of project via using cost performance index
(CPI) and schedule performance index (SPI), respectively. Secondly, it
looks forward proposing a process called estimate at completion process
(EAC and EACt) for estimation of project total cost and duration. Re-
garding the second viewpoint, EVM is a method for assisting project
managers to reach reasonable decisions concerning the future of ongo-
ing projects. However, there are some situations in real case projects
that project managers require obtaining the cost future performance of
project in the upcoming milestones or to observe the future trend of cost
performance for taking necessary actions.

Hence, being aware of project total cost or duration is not enough for
taking managerial decisions. It seems that it would be an appropriate
idea to bridge the gap between these backward and forward viewpoints
of EVM which means to employ CPI and SPI for prediction of project fu-
ture performances. However, there are many studies that just addressed
the estimation at completion process and attempted to improve their
obtained estimation. In this regard, [7, 10, 14]introduced planned value
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(PV), earned schedule (ES) and earned duration (ED) in order to de-
velop distinctive models for prediction of project total cost. Moreover,
[15] utilized stochastic S-curves for forecasting of project performance. In
another study, [16] discussed cost estimation method in terms of effort
spent on a software project [17]introduced a final time and cost fore-
casting method applying statistical approach. [18] Developed a model
for estimation of project final cost concerning how to exceed the conver-
gence to the appropriate result with less variation than typical model
for estimate at completion calculations. [19] Discussed a fuzzy neural
network to estimate at completion costs of construction project. [20]
Studied the accuracy of preliminary cost estimation in public work de-
partments. Recently, [21] proposed a Bayesian approach to improve es-
timate at completion in earned value management.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, none of the researches in EVM
area of research attempted to take the advantage of CPI and SPI for
periodic estimation of project performance from cost and schedule view
point. Hence, the main contribution of this study is to concentrate on
this available lack in EVM technique and to develop a model which
is capable of project future performances. The rest of this study is
organized as follows:

Fuzzy theory is comprehensively described in section 2. It is followed
by introduction of EVM indices in section 3. Section 4 is dedicated to
explain how the fuzzy regression can be applied as a powerful tool to
predict EVM indices in future. The question related to the interpretation
of fuzzy-obtained values is responded in section 5. Eventually, in section
6, a case study is employed to show how the proposed can be utilized
for a real case project.

2. Utilization of Fuzzy Theory in the Proposed
Model

In 1965, Lotfi Zadeh [22] introduced fuzzy set and theory to cope with
vagueness in systems where uncertainty increases due to fuzziness rather
than randomness. In doing so, the fuzzy theory utilizes different types
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7. Conclusion

A new method for prediction of project performance from two distinc-
tive viewpoints, i.e. cost and schedule, is presented in this paper. Fuzzy
regressions as a powerful prediction tool and linguistic terms for interpre-
tation of fuzzy values are then employed in the proposed model. Research
finding of applying the presented method for the case study indicates
that how efficiently the model is capable of providing initial warning in
the cases that the current condition of project performances are accord-
ing to the plan but their general trend tend toward the weak sides. Using
integrated time series and simulation is recommended for further devel-
opment of the proposed model.
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